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PLA.TIJETARY OC~UUi'ATIONS 

Histor,y. The possibility of using planetary ocoultations to improve our 

b1owledge :of the planets has been appreciated for many years, A vq.luable 

summary of previous work on the s~bject, up to about 1923, is contained in a 

thesis by Dr. L.J. Comrie enti tletj. "Planetary Occul t:•tions and. their 

Observation" • . Comrie was ti+e Sµperintendent of H.r. Nautical Almanac Office 
-. ~N $>W/lf . 

from 1930 to 1936. The oniy~ oopy of his thesis-knin-m-t'°=.~~~ho.1:!. is a 

typewritten one in the library of this Office. ·-

Part I; Frediction 

The first stage in the p:roce~s of prediction is to make a preliminary 

search to detect any close approaches (appulses) within stated limits. To 

enable this search to be performed efficiently, special astrometric 

ephemerides of the planets, Venu~ - Neptune, up to 19Eo have been created on 

a magn etic tape. Other magnetic ·tapes have b •::en crer·tted which contain star 

positions , referred to the equator and equinox of 1950.0, of all those stars 

in t he SJ.() Star Cata.Jog which coul.d possibly be occulted by the particular 

planet concerned. A see.rah program then compares a star tape with a planet 

tape and prints out details of any appulses within selectBd limits of 

declination. In the oases of ~upiter and Saturn, these limits are increased 

to allow for the possibility of occul tations by the Galilean satellites and 

by Titan. 

The list of appulses is then examined carefully and those which . co1.;,ld 

possibly give rise to an occultation visible from the ~rth's surfdCe a.re 

given further consideration. fl.t this stage it is pos bible to build up a 

mental picture of the circumstanoes of the occultati on, inc].uding those 

areas which are in dd.ylight, tho:;ie which are below the horizon and ~pe 

probable areas of visibility of the ocwltation Hself. .Another computer 

program is then used to calculat~ the times of the phases of the occultation 

as s een from selected observatories. 

An additional step in the prediction process arises when there is the 

possibili ·ty of an occul t £,,tion by a sate1li te, since an accurate ephemeris 

of the satellite relative to ihe planet is required. 

For occulta tions by Pluto e..n~ 'L1itan it is possible to observe stars 

f ainter than those given in any star catalogue and different procedures a.re 

adopted. For these two bodies a. ~eries of photographs of' the area of sky 
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stars directly in the path are aocµrately measured and a.n;:,r cloBe a:i:,]Jroaches 

investigated. 

l<ur radio sources the procedure is the same as that for the planets 

Vsnus - I<eptune. 11!10 search for occul tati ons by Lercury for stars do>m to 

J~5 only , a .. nd for occultations of infra-red sources, is done b,y hand since 

so few stars/soi.i.rces are concerned. So far no planetary occultu:tions of 

radio sourc'.C.l s or infra-red source!'! have been observed. 

It :i s of ·:.n-terest to note thM 1 although this search f<fr planetary 

occul tations hLts been performed in the l~autical Almanac Office for the past 

20 years, it is onl;y since 1969 that a computer has been use d for this 

purpose. Frevio1.i.sly the comparison. of the apparent ephemeris of the pl.met 

with star catalogues (using star positions corrected mentally for 

precession) was done by hand - P.n extremely laborious and. time-consuming 

process. 

:F'inally, the predictions are printed yearly in the Ea,ndbook of the 

British Astronomical Asooc.L•tion and the more important ones also appear in 

the IAU Circulars. 

Because of the uncertainti~s in the ephemerides of the planets and in 

the positions of the stars it is µsually desirable to refine the predictions 

shortly before the predicted oco-u.lto.tion occurs . This is an essentii;i.l 

requirement for bodies of small ~pgul&r size, such as the satellites ~nd. 

minor plam~ts since a shift in d~~lination of a few tenths of a second of 

arc may easil;y make all the dif'f~rence between a nearly central occul tation 

and no occult (\.ti on at all. Such fl, refinement is also necessary for vers 

slow moving boclies since a. small p.bift in right ascension co.n theE have a 

large ef fect on the predicted. timf;l. Ideally 7 it is best to ta.ice a photo

graph as soon as it is possible to get both objects on the same plate, but 

this is usually a counsel of perf\;lction since the interval of time left 

before the occultation is likely to be less than th:::t required to develop 

and r:1easure the plates and to ;I"iqvise and circulate thi;i improved predi.Gtion. 

PP.rt II; Analysis 

Timed observati.ons made from several different observing statiom.i are 

combined in a solution to deterrn~:p.e a value of the semi-diameter of the 

occulting body and its position rsla.tive to the star . 'I'ho rate and direc

tion of motion of the occulting' body rel:1ti ve to the star are normally known 

I 
' I 

I 
I 
I 
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Tlw- equations; of condition may be written in the ; form . 

~ cos ~ --- sin p + M coEl P + As ::; Aa 

wher~ F is the:. position angle IJleasured from the north , point, /Irr is. 'f;}l~ 

di f'ference of tne observed m~l1\lS the: computed .. semi-diameter for each 

observation, and Mx., A6, As a;re ~he ;_ corre.ctione to the adopted ephemeri~ l'l?)-,d 

a,>;igµ,lar semi .... \iiameter of the occulting body.. 'rte- q.µan-tities AO!, As, As, (:,cr 
' I 

If: the, a-_ppf.l;rent ·. disk . of. ;;µ:e' occulting · b-o.dy we-re· not circul;:+r but 

el:U,pti:cal, . ~he: ~qu.ati-ons o.f'. -9.pndi t-ion should include'< additional te;rms for 

tl'!.e/ deterqin9. tion o.f the ecc;en~l:l;,cit:v of the ellip~ie and the 11-irec;;tio;n of 

i;:f;~ minor.-axi:s, , as~wning, th.at i;h13 observ<:i.tionai. d~ta ai-e adeqii."1.te fo:r thi .~ 

purpose~ 

_ In: rr:aking the; ana;lysi.s, it i:s ne·cessa.ry to decide on th~- weight to "be 

~sa}gned. to~ each: obser.v-at:i;.on. It· is customary to wei~ht ea.ch Qb~-e;rv;:i..:ti,on 

inveFsQly. ~$>, the uncer.t?ointy in~ the', timing and. dire.ctly as t~e cosine of

the:_ ~:ngle b.etw-een 1;he·· r.a.di\tS -~d the path of: the i::tar: relative to ~he 

QCc;µl;ting b'oPy;. However, . ~t- i:~F µnwise t ·o: use thi~ method if' th ~ occµltin&' 

PQqy has nq atmosphere q.p.d may h~ve irregulari t;i.es on. its su:rfa.e,e wnich 

c.oulcl m:i:µse variations in tima of a,,, siriiiiail- size to the quoted u.n~e.rta~pty. 

~evera.l l.east-sq;ua.res solutions are made, using q. ~tand(il.;r9, cc1npl.ri;f;r 

progrq.m with. it~ru.tion l.mtil no further improvements are obtainf;lP,. Tno 

p.~ogra.m · inoori:orates the correct;Lon due to the rela.tivistiq q.efl~ction of 

~:ight in a. wq.vit;.:..tiona:i field. Al though negligible for ~a.tell.i-~ee, ;it 

affects tlle observed radius of th-e planets - for Jupiter by ov~r 50 

~ilometres~ 

~rt III : Results 

Qbserva.ble occuJ ta:Uons arie extremely rare occ-q:r:rences ~nd, t~ie nwnbe,r 

of o~cultti:l;~ons obse;rved in the last 20 ;years, from wliich ;i. t has 'been 

pqap:),.ble to derive positio:mal and geometrical da.tc:., is only five. 

However, on these occasions it. has been poL:r.:;ible to irr.p;rov~ ou,r kn<:>\'f-

lec:lge of ti).e diamete;rs o·f the occulting bodies and of;_ their p9si ti on 
' . 

relei.tive to the occµlt~d stq.r by c;i.bout 2 orders of rnagni tu~e comp<';.,re~ }'.-9;~4 

more conventional methods, u.s will oe soen from the reouli;$ Given b.f;l9w, 
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(a)' Qccultation of Regulus (1~3) P;>' Venus (-4~ 1 ), 1959 July 1· This 

occultation was observed in daylight from South America, Eurqpe, Africa and 

western Asia and, after sunse·t, from southern Asia. .A total 9f 157 visual 

observations was used, covering bo~h hemispheres of Venus, and an 

"occul tation" diameter of 12 33~ + 4 km was obtained. 'lliere JVas no 
6 I t7 ~ t. 

evidence of any c·blateness. ' 

(b) Occulta tiQ!l of B.D. -17° 4388 (7~8) by Neptune (7~7), 1968 April 7 
Photoelectric ,. ~?servations of both phases were made a:t several . observatories 

in Am:tralia, !·Jew Zealand and Jap<m. Using 13 observat"ions, values for the 

equatorial diameter were found p.~ follows: 

Light-level 

1.0 
0.5 

Diameter 

50,940 ± (s.e.) 140 km 
50,550 ± (s.e.) Bo km 

where the radius for 0.5 light ha~ been increased by 50 km for the scale 

height and 54 km for the relat~vistic deflection of light. 'fhis was the 

first occasion on which sufficient photoelectric observations were available 

for analysis to determine the diameter of any body other than the Moon. 

I have recently had the opportunity of re-ass·essing the :rela~ive W'eignts of 

the observations at 0.5 light and find that, using the same 13 observations 

(of which 2 were rejected) and a4Qpting various values for the flatten:i.ng, 

the best fit (smallest standard error) is obtained by usine ~flattening of 

0.023, resulting in a value for tne equatorial diameter of 

50570 ± (s.e.) 40 km. The polar tj..iameter is 49420 km. The corresponding 

angular semi-diameters at 1 A.U. are 34'.'86 and 34'!01, both ± 0'103. .Assuming 

a mass of 1.0285 ± 0.0015 .102~g, the density is 1.554 ± O.OQ2 g/cc, and th,e 

1 ' escape velocity 23 .29 ± 0.02 km/t3., Por a standard ma&'?li tude of ,.... 7 .06, th~ 

geometric albedo is 0.45. The time of conjunction in R.A. ie 

1968 April 7d 16h 19rn 02 6 ± 15 whqn the difference in declination (centre of 

planet minus star) was +0'.'494 ± OVOOO. 

( c) Occultations of R Scorpii A (2~9) and C (5~2) by Jupiter (-2~1), 
J 

1911 Ma,y 1 ~· '.P!':ese occul t a t ions were widely observed from Australia, New 

Zealand, Asia, Indonesia, S01,;.i;h Af:rica and Eastern Lurope. The two brighter 

components of this multiple system were separated by a.bout 14'' ?-nd in such a 

position angle that the .Jovicent:ric la ti tw:les sampled by stq,r A were from 

S.47° to :::!• 70°, whi' le those by " "' 7° t "' 14° T" h t a P'e ...., v W(:l:pe ..,. . o ..;. • ' rle muc grea er r n 0 . 

for A is accounted for by the fq,ot that A was 2L mae:,initudes brighter than C 

and was visible for a much longer ~ime during its passage behind the 
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Any analysis which combined the observations of the t~o stars clearly 

required a knowledge of the t)epa:ration ancl position angle. In particular it 

should be noted that any attempt to determine the obli:itencs13 of Jupiter will 

be critically depen:ient on the difference in declination of the two E>tars. 

Thus, the position of the star 0 relative to A was measured photogra:phically 

at the U.S. Naval Observatory near the date of the occultation as follows: 

+0~3537 ) 
-+0~008 +12':697 ) 

This is the value u s ed in their a nalysis by Hubbard anp. van li'J.andern 

(1972) and is equivalent to a $eparo.t:i:m of 13%44 in a position angle of 

21~47. In the preliminary solutions made for the analysis piven in Appendix 1 

I discovered that all the disappearance observa tions of A hild negative 

residuals and the reappearance observations had positive re~iduals,w;i.th the 

reverse occurring for the obse:rvations of C. This indicated some syE!tema.tic 

effect and, since it was realised that the solutiori would be improved if the 

position angle was altered, an increase of O'! 10 was adopted, so thsi.t 'the 

values of Lla and l'.18 actually used were: 

"l + G.3552 
+ 12 11689 

The analysis is given in the, form of a paper in Appendix 1. 

(d) Occultation of§ScorEii C (51!12) b.Y Io (5m), 1.271May14. Six plwtoelectric 

observations of this event were lJSed t0 determine the equatorial diameter as 

3659 ± 4 YJ!l, but this value was partly dependent on the correction to the 

orbital longitude of Io. · When this analysis was made, it was believed th~t Io 

was ahead of its ephemeris position by 1rr12. However, it is possible to use 

the positional results derived from the Jupiter analysis to determiqe the 

differeP:ce · in R.A. between Io and, Jupiter at the time of conjunction of , Io with 

the star C. This value is +8~8545, whereas the value used for the previous Io 

analysis ('raylor, 1972) was +B~e563. Adoption of the new value indicates a 

revised time c;orrection to the orbit of lo of -01!19 instead of -11li2. A. revised 

d,ifference in declination o f ~~ 7'·'207 is found, which differs by on1.r 0'.'031 

from the value used previously. 

Is th;is sit,111ificant? Certainly the third decirral is meaninglesis as the 

ephemeris of Jupiter in declination is only given to two decimals. In addi-,ion 

it is vers doubtful if t he ephemeris of ::o relative to Jupiter is valid to an 

accuracy of 0 1:01 1 even thou gh thip value is actually going through a maximum 

during the occultation by Io . Another relevant factor i s that it is only 
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necessary to· decrease the adopteq flatteningfor Jupiter by 0.0013 to remove 
-the discrepancy completely. 'nius it can reasonably argued that the discrepancy 

is not signifioant. It may be remarked here that if such a value for the 

flattening (0.0579) is adopted the equatorial radius is found to be 71917 

.±. 4 km. 

The effect of the revised time con·ection to the ephem~ris of Ip is quite 

small - the dt:rived value for thE! diameter is reduced by 3.2 km, while the 

time of conjt.tr: oi;ion is 0~5 ea:rHer . 

(e) Occultation of SAO 186800 (8To} by Gan_ymede (5m), 12]2 J~~-1.· Photo

electric observa.tiona of this <)ccultatiop. were made at Kavaiur, India and 

Lembang, Java and the results of the analysis are given in Appendix B. 

It is of interest to note thUit the only other known occµltation of a 

. star by Ganymede occurred on 1911 ~ugust · 13, having been predicted by 

Banachiewicz~. Ristenpart's5 13-na1.ysis of the observatiqns was based on an 

ephemeris of the satellite dertve4 from photographic observations of the 

relative position of the two boO,ies before and after the occul tation. The 

differences in B..A. and Dec. had quoted probable errors of o'Po and 01~06, 

respectively, while the probable ~rrors in the motions in these coordinates 

were 0'!003 and 01!002 per minut~ Z'!2lSpecti vely. J!rom the anal;ysis of the 1972 

occul tation we can calculate tna.t the apparent semi-diameter was then 0'~66, 

though the vall,le derived by Rist~n.part was about 30/o greater. 

It may be noted t hat Rtstenpart had to use a few observation~ over 

a relatively short period of tima in order to produce an ephemeris of the 

satellite relative to the star. ,Nowadays the theory of the JflOtion of the 

satellites of Jupiter is such tha.t an. ad.e qua te ephemeris of gi. satelli 1;e can be 

calculated; and even though the+e may be small errors in the fl.Ctual position, 

these can be detected and correct1,3,d in the analysis; the derived motion over 

the period of the occul tat ion is lmown to a precision which ;is more than 

adequate for the analysis. 

Howeve:r:, the observational 111aterial was extremely poor. The ob~ervers, 

mostly with small instruments witl:j, a resolving power of about 1'~, had to watch 

the satellite approaching a star ~bout 2 magnitudes fainter than itself. The 

two images must have merged for sq+uQ time before the occultation and :remained 

merged for some time afterwards. At the instant of occul tat ion the change in 

briehtness of the combined image would have been only 0~27 a.p.d almost j 
impossible. to detect visually •. A~. a consequence, it would appear that the 

observed times of the changes in +ight were more likely to ht;i.ve been records of 
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magnitude of Ganymede was then tnought to be appreciably brtghter tha~ it is 

now and the predicted magrtitude cpange was 01!16, though with 13- proviso that 

· it might be only 01!14. In fact, -µsing the diameter of Ganymede as 5270 km, 

the maximum duration of the 1911 occultation would have been about 31!15. Yet 

five out of the d.ix durations used in the analysis were larger than ~his 

value! Ranachi~wicz predicted a J11aximum duration of about ,3'!17, assuming a 

diameter 0 1· about 5700 km. 

The act·, ::.l observed times El'J!~ • so discordant th[;l.t no se11sible solution can 

be obtained by using each time ~e:parately. It is only posi:;i bl e t _o derive any 

meaningf.1J1.l value- for the radius p;y using t ihe durat±on,,~. only (and assuming the 

times of both phases are in errop by the same amourit and tha.t the er:rors are 

different for each station!}. U~ing this method, Ristenpart obtained values 

for the eq.uato.rial and polar r~q.ii of 3754 and 3433 km respectively and 

derived a value for the flattening of 0.086., a value higher than for Jupiter 

itself a:nd almost as much as t}).€1.t for Saturn. In the current analysis the 

revised value for the radius is 2635 km," about 1000 km less than tha.t obtained 

in 1911. 

Nowadays it is recommend~d- ~p.at visual observers shou14 use as piua.11 a 

telescope aperture. as possibl~,,. ponsiat·ent with ol:>taining ~- clear image of the 

star, so' that the merging of tpe images occurs well before any change in 

brightne!ss due to an occultatipn and observers are war~ed -t;o record ~he change 

in brightness only• No atteml,)t is made to enl~st the euppqrt of visiial 

observers unless the star if! alm9st as bright as, Pl7 p:1:'igh"Ger than, the 

occulting body. 

( f) Occul tat ions by minor pla.ne'Ga. Al t}:ough predic:tions o.f such events 

have been issued fol' many years, only two observations have been made". An 

occuJ te.t.ion of B .D. +6° Boe by Jur.o on 1958 February 19 was ob<wrved 

visually· from Malmo, Sweden, and indicated that Jui10' s diameter was gre:1ter 

than 110 km. An occulktion of E.D. -5°5e63 by PaJla,s on 1961 October 2 

was observed photoelectrica11y from Naini. Tal, India, and indicated that 

the diameter of Pa11as was greater than 430 km. 
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Part. IV; future Prospect a 

·· ·' · ···No particularly outstandin~ occul tat ions are predicted during the next 

few yec:.rs, apart from the occul tq.tion of E Geminori..<.m by Mars on 1976 April 8. 

T'ne following list gi:1es details of occul tat::i.ons in the next year or so • 

Planet or 
sate11i te 

Mercury 

Venus 

:Mars 

Jupiter 

Saturn 
(+ Rings) 

Uranus 

Neptune 

Pluto 

Ceres ) 
Pallas ) 

~ Juno 
Vesta 

Io ) 
Europa ) 
Ganymede) 
Gallisto ) 

Rhea 

.. ~ .. 
Star's limiting 

ma.gnitude 

3.5 

B.o 

9.0 

Date, 

None 

1975 Dec. 13 

1975 Aug. 28 
1975 Dec. 23 
1976 Apr. 8 

1975 Feb. 14 
·1975 June 25 

1974 Aug. 29 
1975 Jan. 11 

1977 Mar. 10 

1976 Nov~ 15 
1980 Nov. 24 

None 

None 

None 

1974 Aug. 29 

Star's visual 
magnitude 

(6. 3) 

(8.3) 
(8.9) 
0.2) 
(7 .5) 
(8.8) 

(9.0) 
(9 .o) 

(8.8) 

(8. 7) 
(8.5) 

(9.0) 

Search.complete 
to end. of year 

1975 
1975 

1976 

1975 

1975 

1980 
·1980 

1980 

1975 

1975 

Plates of the areas ahead of Pl 'l.lio and Saturn are currently be:i ng taken at trw 

Roya.J. Greenwich Observatory in orde+ to predicteoccultations of stars down to 

17m for Pluto and 11m for 'l'itan anq Iapetus. In addit :ion, occultations of SAO 

stars by some of the other satellites of Saturn are also predicted. With the 

cooperation of the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy in Leningrad, which is 

supplyine accurate ephemerides of 13elected minor . planets, occulta.tions by the s e 

bodies are aJ.so being predicted, though not very far in advance. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Af PE1rnrx 1 

Astrornetri c Analys i s of the Occu1tati.on of 
R Scc1:(?ii by Juni t e r on 1971 Ma,y 13 

.·. "···· · SU~:MARY 

An analysis of the timings qf the occultation of f3 Scorpii by Jupiter on 

1971 May 13 gives the value 71900 ± 2 km for the equatorial radius apq 
~'i 

0.0592 for t he flattening, at tpe µalf-intensity level in th~ atmosphere of 

Jupiter. Co:r.rections to t he ephemeris position of Jupiter apd henc.e t~ the 

results of th~ earlier analysis of the occui-tation of (3 Scorpii by Io on 

1971 May 14 7 are also obtained. 

1 0 DP.TA !ND b!ETHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The occultations of the co~~onents of /3 Scorpii A and C by Jupiter on 

1971 May 13 cwere observed pho~q~l~ctrically at six stations and the times at 

half-intensi'ty level can be a.nalysed to provide estimates of the size, shape 

and position of Jupiter. A similar analysis of the observations from 

Johannesburg and Naini Tal has ~:tready been made by Hubbard and Van Flandern 

( 1972), and :Lecacheux, Combes ar.Q. Vapillon have given an analysis of their 

observations from Pretoria (1973). We have discussed all available data and 

have made an independent solution . taking into account various other factors. 

The circumstances were such that the observed occultations occurred in high 

southern latitudes for component /!.and just south of the equ:;i.tor for 

component c. 

Table 1 gives the observatippal data on which the analysis is based, 

together o/ith the residuals from the final solution. The apparent paths of 

the stars behind Jupiter as seen from two observi~g .stations widely separated 

in latitude, as deduced from the analysis , are given in Fig. 1. 

Place 

Component A 

Canberra 
" 

Bickley 
Naini Tal 

II II 

Johannesburg 
II 

Pretoria 
II 

Hartbeesport 

TABLE I 

Occultatiop ~'imings and final residuals 

Phase 

D 
R 
D 
D 
R 
D 
R 
D 
R 
D 

U .T. Wt h~lf 
intensiify 

" 
h m s s 

18 25 10 ±2 
19 39 24 ±1 
18 26 36 . 3 ±1 
w 23 01.6 ±0.5 
19 55 34.2 ±0-5 
18 36 44.4 +0.5 
19 48 47 .1 ±0-5 
18 36 42 i2 
19 48 50 ±2 
18 36 38 ±1 

Weight Residuals 
time km 

s 
2.5 -0.4 - 3.3 
0 -i2 .4 +18.7 
0 -1.8 -15.6 

40 +0.3 + 3.3 
40 o.o + 0.1 
40 -0.4 - 2.7 
40 +O. 1 + 0.4 
0 -1.6 -13.0 
0 -2.7 -20.8 
0 +4.5 +35.4 

Position JovicentJ"iC 
Angle latitude 

0 0 

223 -58 
159 -57 
224 -57 
232 -49 
149 -47 
221 -60 
159 -57 
221 -60 
159 -57 
221 -60 
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13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
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Place Phase U .T. at half Weight ResidualP Positiori Jov~GElnt 
inten13ity 

Com12onent c 
time km Anele l4titui 

Canberra 
Naini Tal 
Johannesburg 

ii 

Pretoria 
·v. 

II 

D 
R 
D 
H 
D 
R 

h m p 

17 43 26 
20 12 03.6 ±0.5 
17 53 11.4 ±0.5 
20 14 23.4 ±0.5 
17 53 16 +3 
20 14 22 ±2 

s 0 9 
0 +3.6 +57.4 268 ,...1~ 

40 +0.2 . + 2.5 108 .,. 7 
40 o.o - 0.7 267 -14 
40 -0.2 - 2.8 113 "'"12 
0 -4~0 -63.0 267 ,...14 
0 -2.8 -43.9 113 . .,.,1g 

The po;.::i.'tions of the ob!ilervatories are given in the Astronomical mPhemer-Ls ,· ··_ · -. . n. 
for 1973 except for Johannesbu:rg, for ~1hich the position used was: longitu-3.e 

-1h 52m 17~93; latitude -26° 11 1 02"; height 1790m. It is clear '-that ti:).~ 

height of the station above sea.. level should not be ignored as it is of the 

same order of size as the standard error of a solution. 

The ephemeris of Jupi te:r' (right ascension, declination, tilt of c;i.xi,s, 

position angle of axis) was ta:i<en directly from the Astro11omical Jffiheme:rii.o: 

using .1T = -t408
• The tabulated distance was corrected for light-.. :t;ime. 

· ~.' 

The FK4 position of /3 Soorpii A for 1950.0, together with its 

centennial proper motion (f~) was used. The values were; 

R.A. 16h Q21'll 31~507 µa -0~041 

Dec. -19° 40' 121:45 µ8 -2'!13 

The position of the star C relative to A has been measured photogra

phically at the U.S. Naval Observatory near the date of oocultation as 

follows: 

L\rY +O~ 3537 ) 
- r ) ± 0':008 

.1c$ +12 1:697 

These values were used fo;p preliminary solutions. Hpwever, sincE:l 13.lmoi;;t 

all the disappearance observrihons of A had negative residu''~ls and the 

reappearances had positive :resiclual s, with the reverse occurring for 

observations of c, it was reau~::ied that the solution would be improved if i;he 

position angle of C relativ~ 'j;o A was increased. An increase of 0~1 wa.s 

adopted so that the values of Aa and .18 actually used were: 

.1a +0~3552 

.18 ::: + 12%89 

, , 
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two stars A and C, and at least two more for the size and shape of Jupiter 

itself. 

A study of the geometry of the occultation shows immediately that the 

observations of the star A occurred in high southern latitudes of J~piter, 

while those of C occurred just south of its equator. In particular, it is 

noted. that there are very few of the latter and, in fact, in the final 

soluti ms o~ :t y three of them ar~ retained. Thus it can be ~aid that any 

solution fo r '~he shape and sizt; pf the planet, and also for the difference of 

position between the stars A and C, . wi11 be critioalJ.y dependent on these 
·-

three observations, particularly on the one observation of the disappearance 

of c. Thus it was decided to solve for three unknowns th~ corrections to 

the adopted ephemeris of Jupiter in R.A. and Dec., and a correction to the 

adopted semi-diameter and the vrocedure adopted W'd.S the same as that 

described by Taylor (1972). 

Since the apparent disk of Jupiter is elliptical, it would be desirable 

to determine the oblateness from the observations though, as explaiped above, 

an extra unknown (or unknm-ms) were not introduced into the equation of 

condition. Instead, various values of the flattening were used in the 

analysis. 

It is considered that the timings of the occultation were not affected 

by the Red Spot. 

The deflection of light in~ gravitational field is generally accepted, 

and is large enough tc be considered in this analysis. Owing to the oblate

ness of Jupiter, the effect wUJ,. vary with latitude. The difference in the 

correction for those latitudes encountered by star A and those by star C is 

greater than the etandard error pf a solution. Therefore, each observation 

has been corrected for this effect individually when reducing the 

observations. 

In order to allow for the ~ffect of refraction, the scale height of tliQ 

atmosphere should be added to th~ radius (Hubb~rd & Van Flandern, 1972). 

Following these authors, the radii deterrrined from the obs·eT'V.J.tions nave been 

corrected by the use of an equi'l-t:i,on which had the effect o.f adding about 

30 km to the radii for observations of the star C and about 25 km to those 

for A (i.e. the correcti on was q. function of latitude). 

Following standard practice, each observation has been weighted 

inverselyas the uncertainty in the timing. 
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5. RESUL'I'S 01<' ANALYSI S 
:i -· 

··~ 
Several least squares solutions, using a standard computer program with 

i terafion until no further imprO\l'FJ;nen ts were obtained., were carried out in an 

attempt to determine wheb er the observational material was adequate to 

improve the assumed oblateness of Jupiter. It was soon found that the best 

solution, dfffine d as th01t which gave the mini.mum standard error :i.n the 

radius, war' obtained using an oblateness of 0.0592, though within a range of 

oblateness of ±' ·\•0010 the standCJ.rd error only increased by about a kilometre. 

'I'he final solution gave the cpr:rsctions to the r ight ascension and 

declin<.J.tion of Jupiter as +0~0004 Ci (s.e.) 0~0000 and +0'.'143 ± (s:e.") 0'.'001 . 

The equatorial radius was detern:in~d as 71899.7 ± (s.e.) 2.1 krr.. The 

corresponding polar radius was 67642.2 km. 

·diameters at a distance of 1 A.U . p.re: 

The co:rrespondin&' angular ~emi-

El{uatorial 
Polar 

99~133 
93.263 < ±_0~003 

) 

For comparison a flattening of 0,0589 was also used gi·ving an equatorial 

radius of 71904.4 + (s.e.) 2.3 km. It was found that an increa se in the 

flattening of 0.001 gave a decrease in the radius of about 14 km. 

The differences between these values and those determined by Hubbard and 

Van Flandern are probably due to f.l< combination of three factorG taken into 

account in this paper: (a) the revision of the relative position of ttie stars; 

(b) the allowance for the heie·ht of the observing station; q.nd (c) tlie 

variation in the relativity effect with latitude. 

For comparison some previous values, using other methods, are given in 

the table below: 

Investigator(s) 

Method 

Radius at 
cloud top 

Flattening 

Damoiseau 
Pickering 
Sampson 

ec1ipse 

71410 

Table II 

Doll.fµs 
et al. 

mi crmn,;it er 

70870 

0.061 

Hubbard & 
Van 
Flandern 

occultation 

718eo 

0~060 

Lecacheii.x 
Combes 
Vapillo:q 

occultation 

71350 

(0.060 )* 

*adopted 

Tayl9r 

occultation 

71600 

0.059 

i 
, I 

.. 
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Table I gives the residual.El for each obse:rration in terms -of kilometres 

along the radius and. also in time. The consistency of the ~even observa~ 

tions stated to be ±0~5 are rernarkably good as the largest residual is only 

0~3. :Most of t11e other observattons wer e not used in the fir:al solution as 

their residuals were more than tp.ree time s the standard error. 

Although Jupiter is beHeveq !2£1 to be in hydrostatic equilibr~um, an 

attempt waB f'lad:e to see how closely the observations would fit such a model 

using an equa:~icn of the form 

:r = s ( 1 + E 2 P2 sin <[>) 

where f2 = } (3 sin2 <p - 1 ) 

and r is the radius~ s the mean r adius 1 <p the :tat-itude and £ 2 a measure of 

the oblateness. 

The result: was surprising ~ Other investigators (Hubbard & Van 

FJ.andern, 1972). have suggested t p_a.t a r ea sonable value for £ 2 is about 0.041 

but this analysis shows that the observations give the best fit to a. value 

of £ 2 of about 0.021, a mean radius of about 72250 ± (s.e.) 11 km, and an 

imposuibly large correction to tt1e declination of Jupiter qf +1'!15. Since 

it is known from the analysis of the observations of Io that the correction 

to the declination of Jupiter cannot be more than about 0~1, this result can 

be rejected immediately. There is one important les son whj,ch can be drawn 

from this exercise, however. If no other considerations are available, a 

result which gave an s.e. of 11 }cm, corresponding to a timing error of about 

1 second, is still plausible. Npw an equatoTial diameter oi' 71899.7 

± (s.e.) 2.1 km is also very pl,µ.u13ible - but is it correct? As has been 

pointed out earlier, there are few accurate observations available and this 

exercise merely corroborates an obvious deduction - that the formal standard 

errors quoted in such an analysi~ are almost certainly groi:is underestimates 

of the true errors. 

The time of conjunction with the star A in right ascension is found to 

be 1971 May 13d 19h 1.sm 37% ± 0~ 1, with the difference in declination, 

planet-star, as + 18'1096 ±O~'OOO. 

Assuming a maf;s o.f 1.9x1030g , the density is found to pe 1.30 and the 

equatorial escape velocity 59 .4 km/sec. 1Pne georr.etric albedo is 0.32 if the 

standard magnitude (at 1 A.U. from both Sun and Earth) is -8~99. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

The rare opportunity afforried by the occultation by Jupiter of the' two 

components of a double star ha.s been used to improve our k:nowledge of the 

size and oblateness of the pila~H::t. It is surprising to fi,nd. in the analysis 

of the observations, which had fl. jovicentric range of lati,t,ude of -47° to 

-60° for $tar A and -7° to -14~ for star c, that an ellipsoidal figure of 

revolution can be found which ~atisfies · the observations with a standard 

error of onl2r 2 km. Because of the high correlation of tqe difference in 

declination of the two stars with the flattening, t · is sta,ndard error cannot .. . ·-
be considered as reahstic. It may be concluded that for the hal:' intensity 

layer the equatorial radius almost certainly lies in the range 

71880- 71920 km, with a corresponding· range in flattening from 0.061 to 

0.058. 
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APPENTIIX 2 

The si~~.f ,9anJJn.ede determined from 
§:n .... ~~:vl t at i. nn of a star:. 

1 ~ INTRODUCTION 

'I1he search for occul tations of stars by planets carried out in H.r. 

Nautical Almanac Office indicated that the star SAO 186800 (BTO, KO) would be 
'< · 

occulted by -Jupiter on 1972 Jl,l.ne 7. Further investigation indicatetj. that the 

satellite III Jupiter, GanymeO.e 1 would also occult the star on the same day. 

Since tL~t largest single isource of error in the predictions w'1s likely 

to lie in the position of the ~tP-r, photographs were taken from the 

Observatories :at the Cape of Good lf.ope 1 South Africa and Perth; Australia. 

The plates were taken in .Ma.roh when Jupiter and Ganymede were moving east

wards pa.st the star which they were to occult three months later when they 

were moving westwards. 'fue rela:U ve positions of Ganymede and the ~tar were 

measured and the predic t.i.ons wer~ refined as a result. 

The predi:ct.ed area of visib:i,lity was south-west Asia, northern Australia 

and east Africa and detailed predidtions were issued on IAU Circul~r No. 2401. 

'I1he uncertainty in the relative positions of the two bodies was then 

estimated as 0•:3. The value adopted for -the diameter was that given by 

Dollfus (1970), namely 5550 ± 1JO km. 
. n_, ·~ J... Yl7 

Ganymede is much brighter than the star and the expected change in 

intensity at the ocGul t a tion wa~ only about 5~, . Nevertheless successful 

observations were made at Kavalur in India and from Lembang in Java~ where an 

expedition from the U.S.A. had 'been sent to monitor the event. A second 

expedition from th·~ U.S.A. to Darwin, Australia., was unsuccessful; the star 

and the limb of the satellite -~e:i;-e separated b;y only 0 1:02 at their closest 

approach. The error in the predi c tion of the southern limit of the occulta

tion was due to the combination of the er:cors in the adopted relative 

positions of the star and Gan;y1nede and in the adopted diameter of Ganymede. 

The soutb;;rn limit of the actuq.l occu.l ta.tion passed about 50 kin north of 

Darwin. 'rl"1e apparent paths of the star behind Ganymede as seen from the 

observing stations are shown in li'ig. 1. 

2. DATA 

The posi hons of the observing stations and the times of observation are 

given in Table 1. Unfortunately there is a discrepancy between the times 

recorded at Kavalur and those recorded at Lembang. It would appear that 

there is a clock error of 5 seconds at one of these stations, though an 

investigation has failed to loca-pe the error. The discrepancy was noticed ri.s 

soon a8 an analysis was made for the deterrrination Qf the diameter using the 
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. _Theoretically, if the positions of the star,_ Jupi terl and of Ganymede 

· r~lative to Jupit er, were knOWll sufficiently accurately it would be possible 

to decide at which station tbs error occurred. In practice, it is 

impossible as the corrections to the path of Ganymede obtained from (1) a 

solution using Ler1bang timet> +5~0 and (2) a solution using Kavalur times -5~0, 

differ 1:w only ofoo30 in RA aml. '01Joo2 in Declination. This difference is too 

c..,. rtJ 1 to be detectable o bservcci t tonally o 

TABLE I 

Q_£servational Tu.ta 

Station Position Height Fha~e Time (U. 'r.) 

5h 
m h m s s 

Kavalur, E. 15m 18s 200 D 18 49 21~2 ±0.1 
India N. 1~0 33' 31 n R 18 52 41.2 ;t0.1 

Lembang, E. 7h 1 C)n 27~84 1300 D 18 47 40.3 ;t1.2 
Java s. 60 49 1 32'.'9 F 18 50 21.8 ±1.2 

The 1950.0 position of the star was ta.ken as R.A. 18h 22m 41~833, 

Dec. -23° 06' 37'!22 and, assurning no proper motion, the apparent position at 

the time of conjunction in R.A. was found to be R.A. 18h 24m 05~9564, 

Dec. -23° 05' 54 ~'0 14, though in t he actual analysis the a pparent position of 

the star was cal culated f or each observation. 

The ephemeris of Jupiter was derived from tha t given in the ,Astronomical 

Ephemeris using a value of .1T == -t42 8
• Thus, at 18h 5d11 U.T., the position of 

Jupiter was taken as R.A. 18h 24m 09~961, Dec. -2 .3° 06' 01 1:99 with moticms per 
. Q • 

minute of -0~02077, -0'.'0169 respectively. 

The ephemeris of Gaeymede relativa,, to Jupiter . used in the analysis was 

kindly supplied by Dr. D.'r. Vu of the Bu;reau des Longitudes , Paris. The 

+· mo .. ion of the satelli te was so uhiform during the occul tation that even had 

there been an error i n or bi t i:i.:). longi tucle corresponding to its motion in 

as much as 5 minutes of tirne there would have been no appreciabl~ effect on 

this analysis . T'ne valuef! for the differences in R.A. flpd. Dec., in the sense 

Ganymede - Jupi ter 1 at 18h 5ifl U.T. ·, were -4~01200, +9~'0535 and the motions 

per minute -0~01511, -0'.'0130 r e specti 'rely. 

The di stan ce of Gan,ymedq dfrom the Earth was taken as 4.26414 A.U. 

3. METHOD 

The m'· thod of analysis y,ras the s ame a s that used for the occultation by 

Io on 1971 N:ay 14 (Taylor 1972), whereby the equations of condition contain 

I 
' 
I 

I 

! 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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three unknowns - corrections to t he right asc"3nsion, declination and semi

diameter of the occulting bod;y, Since only four observations were- available 

lit is ~mpossible to determine any oblateness of Ganymede and a simple circular 

cross-section has been assumed. It is noted tha.t there are no reasons for 

assuming any detectable departure from a sphere. 

Beca1.rne of the discrepancy petween the times of observation from the two 

stations, rn <:w,tioned previously, two solutions were made, one by applying -5~0 

to the times .:c t Kavalur, the othe.r by applying +5~0 to the times at Lembang. 

Apart from the time of conjUl'}ction, the results are almost ~dcntical as may be 

seen from Table II. All the o·pserva t ions were g;i ven equal r.reight. 

The values of the density and escape 0J:~locity were made assuming a mass 

of 1.5525 ± 0~0190 106 g and t~1e geometric albedo bas been calculated using 

a standard magnitude of -1.62 ~ 

4.. :RESULTS 

Residuals from these soluttons, and other quantities, are given in 

Table II, and the results of tpe analysis are given afterwa,rds. 

TABLE II 

Residuals 

Station Phase f{esiduals* Posi t:i.on Latitude 
(a) (b) (o) Angle 

s s s 0 0 

Kavalur D +2.p4 +0.02 +0.02 275.8 + 9.0 
R +1.9.3 +0.02 +0.02 77 .2 + 9.6 

Lem bang D ~3.07 -0.03 -0.02 229.6 -3?.2 
R -3.03 -0.03 -0.02 123.8 -37.0 

(a) orig:i,p~l times 

(b ~ --5 ~0 applie<i to times at Kavalur 
(c +5~0 J I " " II " It 

The corrections to the position of Ganymede are consitj.erably nrnaller than 

the uncertainty in either its po13ition or that of the star. 

-



Diameter 

Density 

- Escape VeJ.o ci ty 

Geometri c Albedo 

Semi··dian:eter at 1 A. U,. 

- 4 -

n-; ff,;, \,'Y\ ~ - · d l " · t · t ti f .k . . .. --~ r., .. L,e J.n ec ina J.on a me o 
c: c:n ,junction (planet minus star) 

U.'l' . of Gon j unction 

5271 km 

2.03 ;t0.03 g/cm3 

2.80 ;t,0.0~ km/sec 

27% 

3%34 

+ 1 ~·060 ;t0.ooo 

(c) 
1 eh 49n1 46~2 t.O~O 

For comparison the values of ya:rious quantities for Io determined from its 

occul tat ion of f3 Scorpii C on 1971 May 13 are as follows:-

Density 2.82 ±,0.34g-/cm3 

Escape Velocity 2.30 ;t,0.14 km/sec 

Geometric Albeqo 37% 

5~ DISCUSSION 

The valut:1 given for the rad,iui;i in this anal;Ysis is effectively an u;·per 

limit s ince there is still consi~le:pable uncertainty as to the density and 

extent of t he atmosphere. Previoµs work has shown tha,t the sµrfa.ce prQssure is 

greater than 10-3 rnb. If the pr~psure is as high as 1 mb the radius is 

reduced by about 140 km assull'ing reasonable values of the mean molecular weight 

and ternperatiue. 

The formal standc:.rd error i;q the diameter is only 1 km, but this :i.s 

clearly unrealistic as will be aee~ from a comparison of the time residus.ls 

with the observer's quoted probablei errors. It is more realir,-tic to consider 

thr~ sta.rida.rd error to be 20 - 30 krn 11 Even this is a pig improvement on previous 

older values. Previously various micrometer measures led to yalues for the 

radius ranging between 2210 and )225 km. 
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Densi t y 

· Escape VeJ.oci ty 
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Diffe r ence in declinatii;m at time of 
c:c:n ,j1m ction (planet min1.l.s si;ar) 

U. 'I'. of C';on j 1mction 

5271 km 

2. 03 ;i0.03 g/cm3 ·' · ': 

2 .80 .±,0.0~ km/sec 

27% 

3%34 

+H'o6o ;t0.ooo 

Fo1~ compar ison the values of ya~ious quantities for Io determin(i.!_q from its 

occultation of /J Scorpi ::i. Con 1971 May 13 are as follows:-

Den s ity 2.82 ±0.34_g/cm3 

Esca pe Velocit~ 2.30 :t.0.14 !cm/sec 

Ge ometric Albe~o 37% 

5. DISCUSSION 

The va l ue: given f or t he rac:Uu;;i in this anal;vsi1:3 is effectively an i..t; ·;}er 

limit since there is s till consil),erable uncertainty as to the density and 

extent of t he atmosphere. PrevioW3 work has shown that the sµrface pr~ssure is 

greater than 1ff-3 rnb . If the pre~sure is as high as 1 mb the radius is 

reduced by about 140 km assurr.ing reasonable values of the mea:p molecular weight 

and temperatu:r-e. 

The fo r ma l s t anda.rd error ;Lq. the diameter is only 1 km, but this ~s 

clearly unrea listic as will be !leel;t from a comparison of the time residue.ls 

with the observ er ' s quoted probabl~ errors. It is more realif.tic to consider 

the standard error t o be 20 - JO krn.. Even this is a big improvement on previous 

older val ues . Previousl,y va rious micrometer measures leQ. to yalues I~or the 

radius rangi ng b e t we en 221 0 and 3225 km. 
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Fig.1 The apparent path pf the star SAO 186800 
behind Ganymede as seen frc>m India and Java on 

1972 June 7. 
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